98 chevy silverado ignition switch

The Chevrolet truck ignition switch problem is commonly found on two separate generations of
Chevy pickup trucks and sport utility vehicles. The older style ignition switch on the through
trucks exhibits a different list of symptoms associated with the failed part. On the and newer
Chevrolet Silverado, Suburban and Tahoe trucks we have the same ignition switch problem that
exhibits different symptoms than the older trucks. Fortunately, I have replaced enough of these
switches that I now bypass my standard logical path of diagnosis and testing. This saves time
when I can just jump in and replace the Chevrolet truck ignition switch if the symptoms meet
certain criteria. In this brief article will cover the common symptoms associated with both
distinctive models of trucks and sport utility vehicles. In addition, we'll talk about what it takes
to replace these parts and link you to some videos so you can see the repairs in action. These
parts are expensive when purchased through the Chevrolet dealership parts department. This
provides us with an opportunity to not only save money on the parts, but also the labor. Before
we jump in let's clarify the difference between an ignition switch and the ignition lock cylinder.
From the picture above, you can clearly see that these remain two separate components. The
ignition lock cylinder is where you stick the key in. When you operate the key you operate a
separate part known as the ignition switch. The lock cylinder still remains important because it
reads the security code embedded in the ignition key. With that said, when you have problems
with the security system the security light stays on solid and the car will often start and die
immediately. When you have a problem with the ignition switch you have a bunch of other
common symptoms and complaints that we get into in the next section. The good news is if you
have a bad ignition switch you don't need to buy a new key. The Chevrolet truck ignition switch
problem on the older vehicles carries a unique set of symptoms. Drivers of these trucks and
sport utility vehicles sometimes complain about how the key operates. The spring-loaded return
function of the ignition key is built into the switch itself. Therefore, drivers complaining about
the ignition getting stuck and not returning to the run position are looking at a failed switch.
Drivers can also complain that the ignition key becomes difficult to operate. It is the
responsibility of this component to also allow current to flow to many important electronically
controlled automotive systems. Therefore, some Chevrolet truck owners complain about a
check engine light and transmission problems. More specifically, the transmission can shift
incorrectly and start out in the wrong gear due to an intermittent power supply to the
electronically controlled transmission. The way to tell this seemingly serious transmission
problem apart from an ignition switch malfunction is to immediately pull the trouble codes from
the vehicle's main computer. When you find shift solenoid trouble codes like P, P and P this
becomes an indication of failed ignition switch. On these older Chevrolet trucks you might also
set a torque converter clutch solenoid code like P and P that stands for a torque converter
clutch solenoid electrical failure. When all of these codes set together, you can bypass
diagnosis and head right for the ignition switch. If this is an original equipment component, you
almost certainly found the root cause of the problem. The symptoms of the Chevrolet truck
ignition switch problem on trucks from through are different than the ones associated with the
older trucks. These drivers often complain about flickering warning lights on the dashboard. In
addition, when the switch begins to fail they can cause an intermittent no start and even a
stalling condition. When these intermittent malfunctions occur, you almost always set a trouble
code P On GM vehicles this manufacturer specific trouble code represents a failure of the
ignition switch. Chevrolet redesigned the ignition switch for the model year Chevy Silverado,
Suburban and Tahoe sport-utility trucks. Unfortunately, this redesign did not improve the
reliability of the switch itself. However, it does make the part less expensive and easier to
replace. The main difference between the old design and the new one is the switch disconnects
from the harness. It also disengages from the ignition lock cylinder in a different way. With that
said, when you replace the switch, you must time it correctly to the position of the key. For this
reason before removing the old switch I rotate the key to the accessory position. Then when
you install the new switch you need to verify that it is also in the same accessory position
before you install the new part. This means you rotate the nylon wheel all the way to the down
position. If you fail to get the timing correct between the lock cylinder and the ignition switch
you will not be able to fully seat the new part. This is not the end of the world. It will just take
some moving of the ignition key until you find the correct position. With that said, it's easier if
you time the new switch to the same exact position as the one you removed. By selecting the
accessory position you make this task easier on yourself. Let me hit back on some of the main
points from this article. The parts are vastly different between the older trucks and the newer
ones. The older ignition switch comes with the harness and therefore requires extra effort in the
replacement procedure. Another important point to make is that if you have a security problem
replacing the ignition switch won't fix it. This requires replacement of the lock cylinder or
repairing the electrical connector that provides the security code or passkey information. You

can see a quick workaround on this YouTube video that shows you how to repair the electrical
connection instead of replacing the lock cylinder. YouTube also provides excellent videos on
how to replace the Chevrolet truck ignition switch on both the older trucks from through and the
newer trucks that are model year and newer. If you own a Chevrolet truck or SUV you should
probably read this article about how to fix the daytime running lamps. And read this one on how
to fix other intermittent Chevy truck electrical problems. Also stop by the homepage to see what
else we cover. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The search results
open in a convenient overlay. However, the pages from This Website are listed below 4 ads at
the top. Common Chevrolet brake switch problems cause issues with the cruise control. The
cruise control light comes on but the system will not set or hold speed. Review the common
causes of the reduced engine power warning message. The possible car repairs range from a
loose ground to failure of the TPS and throttle actuator assembly. Review 5 maintenance items
your car needs at k miles. An important list for those with high mileage cars and an unknown
maintenance history. Read More. Recent Articles. The ignition switch test involves checking for
continuity across specific terminals of the ignition switches connector. To be a bit more
specific, your turn the key to crank and start the engine but nothing happens. Everything works
headlights, wipers, horn, radio, power windows, etc. The other common symptoms is that the
accessories don't work with the Key On or in Run. By accessories I mean like the radio, dash
lights, etc. Now, if you think the starter motor may be the cause of the problem, the following
tutorial will help you test it:. The GM ignition switch is an expensive part. So if your diagnostic
test results indicate you've got a defective one on your hands, check out the following links. I
think they'll help you comparison shop for it and save a few bucks:. Don't worry. Once you get
to the site, they'll ask you for the specifics of your vehicle to make sure it fits. If it doesn't, they'll
find you the right one! Using the illustrations in the image viewer, here's a brief description of
the circuits that make up the ignition switch. Although the ignition switch has 42 slots on its
electrical connector, we only need to continuity test a few specific terminals to find out if it's
defective or not. Testing the ignition switch involves checking the continuity between certain
terminals of the ignition switch's connector. When performing the continuity checks, you're
simply looking for a continuity or no-continuity test result. Yup, there isn't a specific resistance
value that you're looking for or that I can give your for each test. A continuity test result means
that your digital multimeter will read an Ohms value. A no-continuity test result means that your
multimeter will read OL. From personal experience I can tell you that to get the best test result,
you should use a digital multimeter. NOTE: All continuity tests are done on the connector of the
ignition switch itself. This connector has female terminals. You can identify the specific
terminals that we need to test with the help of image 2 of 2 in the image viewer above.
Disconnect the ignition switch from the vehicle wiring harness connector at the base of the
steering column. Place the ignition key in the ACC position. You should have continuity
between terminals D2 and D6 of the ignition switch connector. Place the ignition key in the OFF
position. You should have continuity between terminals C1 and D5 of the ignition switch
connector. Place the ignition key in the RUN position. You should have continuity between
terminals C1 , C5 , D1 , and D5 of the ignition switch connector. CASE 1: Continuity exists
between the indicated terminals. This test result tells you that the ignition switch is OK and not
defective. This test result tells you that the ignition switch is defective and needs to be replaced.
All Tutorials: 4. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Contents of this
tutorial at a glance:. If this info really saved the day, buy me a beer! Applies To:. Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! Now I don't know. Hate Spam. NOTE: Testing the
ignition system is a breeze. The typical ignition system circuit diagram for the 4. Testing the a
no-start problem or a misfire due to an ignition system problem is not hard. If you'd like to have
access to a wiring diagram, ignition component connector pin-outs, and the entire testing
procedure for a no-start or a misfire problem in one place, then take a look at the following
diagnostic manuals in downloadable PDF format:. All of the information you need to diagnose a
misfire or a no-start problem caused by the ignition coil, the ignition module, or the crankshaft
position sensor. All Tutorials: 4. Then we met. This material may not be reproduced without the
author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your
vehicle. Diagnostic manual comes with: Wiring diagrams. Component pin outs. Connector pin
outs. Ignition system component part numbers. Firing orders. Complete step-by-step testing
instructions. The illustrations in the diagnostic manual are printer friendly! Firing order. Applies

to: Chevrolet Express Van. Diagnostic manual comes with: Wiring diagram. Applies to:
Chevrolet Tahoe 4x2 and 4x4. Applies to: Chevrolet Suburban 4x2 and 4x4. If this info really
saved the day, buy me a beer! Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate
Spam. A Chevy Silverado that has had its Passlock security system enabled will shut down the
fuel injectors on the vehicle and will not allow the vehicle to start. Resetting the system may be
as simple as using the vehicle key. If the system disables the vehicle consistently or if the
simple solution does not fix the Silverado, a separate bypass system may be installed in the
vehicle to avoid the security system from engaging in the future. Turn the key to the "On"
position in the Silverado without turning over. Let the vehicle sit for 10 minutes, leaving the key
in the "On" position. Some Passlock systems will relearn the codes after this amount of time.
Try to start the vehicle. If it starts, you have solved the issue. If it does not, you will need to
either take the vehicle in or install a bypass module to circumvent the security system
altogether. Install the bypass module. Bypass modules are commonly used for installing remote
starters on vehicles. The Silverado uses Passlock 2 bypass modules. There are two separate
Passlock 2 systems used. To determine which kind you have remove the lower dash using a
screwdriver. Connect the potentiometer with the vehicle in either drive or reverse. Hold the key
in the start position and read the measure
mk4 radio removal
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ment. Crank the starter. If the reading changes you will use a separate method of connecting
the bypass module. Follow the steps in the bypass module kit to complete installation once you
have determined which method is required. See Resources. Make sure you are using same
sized resistors. Michael Carpenter has been writing blogs since He is a mortgage specialist with
over 12 years of experience as well as an expert in financing, credit, budgeting and real estate.
Michael holds licenses in both real estate and life and health insurance. Step 1 Turn the key to
the "On" position in the Silverado without turning over. Step 2 Try to start the vehicle. Step 3
Install the bypass module. If you use the bypass module and want to get a remote starter for
your vehicle, this would be a great time to add it. You may also bypass the passlock by placing
a resistor between the ECM side which leads into the vehicle yellow wire and the orange-black
wire and taping off the other side of the yellow wire.

